09:00 Opening Remarks: Lisse
09:10 Keynote Address: Moss
09:30 IDN Experiences in .SA: Al-Fayez
09:50 DNSSEC/IPv6 DNS-Provider Perspective: Knipp Medien
10:10 IDN Registrar Perspective: IP Mirror
10:30 Host Presentation: Tan
10:50 DNSSEC Key Management: Damas
11:50 IPv6 Experiences .CA: Latour
12:10 Lunch: CIRA
14:00 .NZ Business Continuity Plan: Baker
14:30 Communication Round Table: Deerhake
15:00 Scaling the Registry: RegistryASP
15:20 Question Time/Round Table: Roberts
15:55 Closing Remarks: Daley (Remote) or Filip

16:00 DNSSEC FOR EVERYBODY